R66 SERVICE BULLETIN SB-35A
(supersedes R66 SB-35)

DATE: 02 December 2019  REV A: 11 March 2020

TO: R66 Owners, Operators, and Maintenance Personnel

SUBJECT: Chin Inspection Hole and Access Cover


TIME OF COMPLIANCE: Within next 500 flight hours or by 30 November 2020, whichever occurs first.

BACKGROUND: This bulletin requires cutting a hole and installing an access cover in the chin to facilitate inspection of tail rotor flight controls. Revision A expands the range of affected helicopters.

COMPLIANCE PROCEDURE:

1. For each affected helicopter, order one KI-233-2 Chin Access Cover Installation Kit.
2. Install KI-233-2 kit per kit instructions.
3. Make appropriate maintenance record entries.

APPROXIMATE COST:


Labor: Approximately 2.5 man-hours, excludes optional paint matching.

THE DESIGN ENGINEERING ASPECTS OF THIS BULLETIN HAVE BEEN SHOWN TO COMPLY WITH APPLICABLE FEDERAL AVIATION REGULATIONS AND ARE FAA APPROVED.